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 The past two months have been amazing for the church growth. 

In June we were visited by a brigade from my 

home church Lexington church of Christ. They 

came bringing medical supplies, doctors, and eye 

glasses and a lot of excited and encouraging 

people. The first day that they were here we set 

up the make shift clinic in the Salon Municipal 

building at the central park. The second day our 

make shift clinic started to receive our first 

Hondurans, giving them medicine, vitamins for 

the kids, a regular doctor checkup, and passing out eyeglasses. All this however, without 

me. The day before I had unknowingly eaten some suspicious food, which left me that 

evening and the next day home, throwing up, and fighting nausea. The third day I was 

feeling better and got to start working with the eyeglass section translating and 

discovering the needed specs for the lined-up group from all over Corquin Copan. On the 

fifth day we had finished the brigade, cleaned up our make shift clinic, and the brigade 

left back home. 

This brigade brought more to Corquin than just medicine and providing help the people who 

live here, it also brought us to a new group of people who we might have never met. 

Before the brigade came to Honduras, we were 

preparing and passing out tickets to the locals, 

each ticket had a day and time on it for the 

morning or the afternoon and location of 

where the brigade was going to be at. We 

passed out the tickets within the poorer parts 

of Corquin because they would be the least 

able to receive the supplies that the brigade 

would bring. During one of our first places to 

visit we encountered several families who had 

a strong desire to be apart of a church. 

However, they didn’t have any mode of transportation and town was too far away to walk 

to without returning late at night. So, when we met the people of Caltatato, the name of 

the place, we asked if they would like to attend our church and due to their problem of 

mobility Kris and Mike offered to drive them to and from the meeting every Thursday 

and Sunday. They happily agreed and now we have a congregation of around sixty 

people. God has definitely blessed this brigade in more ways than one. 
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D.E.S.E.O 

DESEO has been rolling along, not too much 

changed in June other than celebrating in the 

schools recreation day and National day of 

Lempira, Lempira is an important founder of 

Honduras. Recently in July my class and my 

companion Kenan’s class have been combined 

by the teachers of the school and also, I will 

start working more with another companion 

Ruth. We also are drawing nearer to the end 

of the school year and into the coffee season. 

 

Thanks 

Thank you for supporting me for over a year now, God has been 

doing amazing things here. I’m glad to be able to be here to see 

the many blessings and work that He is doing here. Thank you 

for supporting me, letting me come and be apart of all this.  

Please keep us in your prayers, praying for the new Christians to 

grow and to take seriously the gift that God has given them and 

the responsibilities of living a Christian life. 

Blessings from Honduras 
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